Fellini Zirkus Boulevard
cia. il cappello rosso

!

SYNOPSIS!

Magic Theatre. For Madmen only. !
Entry costs_ the reason!
H.Hesse!
!

Fellini Zirkus Boulevard is a string puppet show freely inspired to the visionary and poetic world of
Federico Fellini and in particular to one of his earlier movies, “la Strada". No need of words, on the
wave of the music from Nino Rota, we go from the noisy booth of circus to the melancholic aria for
trumpet played by Gelsomina.!

!

The show is set in a deserted circus.!

Everybody left. It lasts just the shadow of a dream, a memory faraway, the echo of the melody of
music box.!

!

Fellini Zirkus Boulevard is also a homage to “this cruel play that is the circus”- with the words of
Jean Genet- a mix of audacity and perfection, loneliness and foolish, celebration and death.!
Gelsomina is a feminine clown with two faces, one sad and one joyous. She exists only in the time
of her happening.!

!

The show “Fellini Zirkus Boulevard” has born because, as well as Fellini, we “felt in love with that
old child woman who’s a fool and a saint at the same time, with that riffled, odd, ungraceful and
tenderest clown that I called Gelsomina and that still nowaday makes me hunchback for
melancholy when I hear the melody of her trumpet” .!

!

A red casket from whitch everything starts and where everything goes back, following a feather, in
precarious balance on a string, always on the road.!

!

The show, born in 2011, has travelled to Spain, Mexico, France, Italy, U.K. and Korea, being
performed in festivals, streets and cabarets.!
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

!

TYPE OF PUPPETS: String puppets!
RECOMMENDED AUDIENCE: adult public and families!
LANGUAGE OF THE PERFORMANCE: no words!
!

LENGTH OF SHOW
SET UP TIME
DISMANTLING TIME

25 minutes!
45 minutes
30 minutes!

!
STAGE DIMENSIONS
!
Length 3 m
Width
!
!

3m

Height 3 m!

LIGHTS!
Power: 12 Volts- 1-2 Ah !
2 PAR 16 Spot!

!
!
The show is autonomous for sound and lights!
!
!
!

CONTACTS: ilcappellorossoteatro@gmail.com!
0039-3480706299!

!

!
Sources of inspiration and referencies!
!

!

The visionnaire is the only true realist !
F. Fellini!
!

!

Two reviews of “la Strada” that
enlightened my imagination

!

La strada begins as a sort of nostalgic farce
(with the soundtrack by Nino Rota, who was
inspired by the first movement of Il Titano’s
symphony by Mahler), and turns into a
Shakespearian tragedy. Gelsomina,
interpreted by Fellini’s wife, reminds us of
Harpo Marx. She is part of the ‘white clown’
family Fellini loved, while Zampanò is a cruel
Augusto, and il Matto a philosopher. The latter
explains his own view of morality to the fairy
tale viewers: ‘Everything has a meaning in the
universe, even a pebble has one’. Fellini
directed more important films, but he never
found the purity of this childish dream again.!
Claude Beylie ,“ I capolavori del cinema”,
Garzanti, Milan, 1990 !

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
La Strada shows that his author is totally aware
of some spiritual problems. The film actually
deals with holy issues, even though it does not
focus on religion. Let’s think of one of the early
images of the film: Gelsomina has two faces, a
sad and a joyful one. Her joyful face turns to the
sea, smiles, and then declares: “I enjoy being an
artist”.!
Dominique Aubier ,“Cahiers du Cinéma”, n. 49,
July 1955 Dominique Aubier,”Cahiers du
Cinéma", n. 49, luglioi 1955!
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SHORT HISTORY OF THE COMPANY: IL CAPPELLO ROSSO

!
!

Il cappello rosso is formed by Michela Aiello and her puppets.!
After graduating in Performing Arts in Rome, she takes part to various theater works as an actress,
performer and director, finally focusing always more in a theater without words and its fusion with
puppets and dance.!
!

She first meets puppets in Barcelona, in Pepe Otal's workshop, and takes parts with her shows to
various festivals IN and OFF between France and Italy, Belgium and Spain, and travelling from
Mexico to Korea (Chilgkok Puppet Festival,2012).!
She gets a research residence in Charleville-Meziers and goes on developing her knowledge
about puppet theater taking part to differents workshops of “Projecto Funicular”, an International
Training Project on Puppetry : “Behind the screen: introduction to shadow and to the shadow
theatre” directed by Fabrizio Montecchi, (Lisboa, 2012),“The Body and the Object”, directed by
Agnes Limbos and Nicole Mossoux (cie Mossoux-Bontè) in 2013, and “Apparition: Creation of a
Life-Sized Puppet”, directed by Natacha Belova, in 2016.!

!

In september 2015 presents “Judith et la tete d’Holopherne” in the section OFF Rue of the
International Puppet Festival of Charleville Mezieres.!

!

CHRONOLOGY OF THE SHOWS

!
2010 Sconcerto a concert interpreted by a bizzare creature: a woman with a cello body
!

2011 Fellini Boulevard a hommage to the visionary and poetic world of Federico Fellini and in
particular to one of his earlier movies, “la Strada"!
2013 Vacios ballade for shadows and poetic bodies. What lasts in a body after having been
inhabited?!

!

2013 En cage show inspired to the baroque aesthetics, rich in symbols and poetic images,
explores the condition of being in a cage

!
2015 Judith beheading Holofernes a contemporary version of the biblic history
!

2015 The Heartbreak Hotel a performance about the highs and lows of Hollywood love, an erotic
melodrama that combines puppetry and object theatre

!

2016 Fellini Zirkus Boulevard developped form the first version of the show of 2011, a new raid in
the onirique world of Federico Fellini.!

!

2017 Prayer For Quiet is a tribute using the life-size puppet tecnique to the Butoh dancer Kazuo
Ono, who started dancing at the age of 51 and did not stop, until his death, at 101

!
!
!

